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Abstract

Existing research for argument representation001
learning mainly treats tokens in the sentence002
equally and ignores the implied structure in-003
formation of argumentative context. In this004
paper, we propose to separate tokens into two005
groups, namely framing tokens and topic ones,006
to capture structural information of arguments.007
In addition, we consider high-level structure008
by incorporating paragraph-level position in-009
formation. A novel structure-aware argument010
encoder is proposed for literature discourse011
analysis. Experimental results on both a self-012
constructed corpus and a public corpus show013
the effectiveness of our model.014

1 Introduction015

With the growing amount of scientific literature,016

researchers pay increasing attention to developing017

computational methods for analyzing scientific lit-018

erature (Kirschner et al., 2015; Stab and Gurevych,019

2017; Green, 2018; Lauscher et al., 2018; Ac-020

cuosto and Saggion, 2019), aiming to identify021

various components of arguments automatically022

(Abend et al., 2009; Judea and Strube, 2017; Lukin023

et al., 2017; Durmus and Cardie, 2018; Lugini024

and Litman, 2020). Existing research focuses on025

constructing annotated corpus and learning rep-026

resentation of sentences for literature discourse027

analysis. They tend to treat tokens in a sentence028

equally and ignore the implied structure informa-029

tion of argumentative context (Stab and Gurevych,030

2014; Wachsmuth et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2016;031

Lawrence and Reed, 2017).032

Figure 1 shows two annotated abstracts of sci-033

entific literature, in which sentences are classi-034

fied into four types, namely background, method,035

result and conclusion. We have some findings.036

First, tokens in sentences can be divided into two037

groups, i.e., topic words and framing words. Topic038

words provide the fundamental knowledge of this039

argument while framing words organize the ex-040

Figure 1: Two samples of annotated abstracts. Fram-
ing tokens are highlighted in blue font and blue dotted
lines and the rest are topic tokens. The division rule of
tokens can be referred in section 3.

pression. Second, the same argument components 041

often use similar framing structure in discourses 042

across topics. For example, structures like ‘... is 043

employed / investigated to ...’ usually appear in 044

the method section. Third, argument components 045

are sensitive to their positions. For example, back- 046

ground almost always comes before method part 047

and conclusion usually locates at the end. Moti- 048

vated by these findings, we propose a structure- 049

aware argument encoder (SAE) based on the trans- 050

former to enhance the literature discourse analysis. 051

Experimental results show the effectiveness of our 052

proposed model both on a self-constructed corpus 053

and a public corpus. 054

Our contributions are two-fold: (1) we propose 055

a novel transformer encoder that considers topic 056

tokens and framing tokens separately to incorpo- 057

rate the structure of an argument for its representa- 058

tion learning; (2) we construct a large scale anno- 059

tated corpus of scientific literature across different 060

topics as a new benchmark. 061
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Corpus Area Content Size Type IAA

DiGAT (Kirschner et al., 2015) Education Full-text 24 - 0.50 (F1)
Gold Standard (Sateli and Witte, 2015) Computer Science Full-text 30 2 -
Dr. Inventor (Ronzano and Saggion, 2015) Computer Science Full-text 40 5 0.66 (Kappa)
PubMed-SciDT (Dasigi et al., 2017) Medical Experiment 75 7 -
Biomedical-Claims (Achakulvisut et al., 2019) Medical Abstract 1,500 2 0.63 (Kappa)
CCSA (ours) Climate Science Abstract 2,018 4 0.68 (Kappa)

Table 1: Comparison between the CCSA corpus and other human-annotated corpora for scientific literature.

Bg. Meth. Res. Con.

Number 3,939 4,306 5,962 4,625
Proportion 20.9% 22.9% 31.7% 24.5%

Table 2: Distribution of different argument component
types. Bg., Meth., Res., Con. are the abbreviations of
background, method, result and conclusion.

2 CCSA Corpus062

There are several public annotated corpora for063

scientific literature analysis (Liakata et al., 2010;064

Kirschner et al., 2015; Sateli and Witte, 2015;065

Ronzano and Saggion, 2015; Dasigi et al., 2017;066

Accuosto and Saggion, 2019; Achakulvisut et al.,067

2019), most of which focus on medicine and com-068

puter science. However, as a highly controver-069

sial research area, climate science is less explored.070

To bridge the gap, we create the Climate Change071

Scientific Argumentation (CCSA) corpus. Table072

1 shows a comparison between the CCSA corpus073

and several annotated corpora for scientific litera-074

ture, and our CCSA corpus has the advantages of075

corpus size and inter-annotator agreement.076

Data Source We search for climate change in077

the ISI Web of Science1 2020 and collect all the078

retrieved papers published from 2000 to 2020 as079

the source. The domain of climate change covers080

a wide range of topics. In order to balance vari-081

ous sub-focus, we use Latent Dirichlet Allocation082

(LDA) (Blei et al., 2003) to cluster all papers into083

different topics and choose similar number of pub-084

lications from each group for annotation.085

Annotation Scheme We treat each sentence in086

the abstract as an argument component and clas-087

sify them into four types. C1) Background088

explains the motivation and background. C2)089

Method presents experimental procedures. C3)090

Result includes data, facts, and descriptions of091

outcomes, without any subjective speculations or092

1http://isiknowledge.com/

judgements. C4) Conclusion gives opinions of the 093

author. Invalid sentences, such as copyright infor- 094

mation, are labeled as other types. 095

Annotation Process Undergraduate students 096

are hired for the annotation, about half of them 097

are majored in environmental sciences. We de- 098

velop a web-based annotation platform and each 099

abstract is annotated by three annotators. The 100

inter-annotator agreement for argument type anno- 101

tation is 0.68 in terms of Fleiss’s Kappa coefficient 102

(Falotico and Quatto, 2015), which shows a mod- 103

erate consistency. The final result is determined 104

by majority votes. If there is a disagreement, the 105

label will be determined by the annotator with the 106

greatest confidence 2. There were 2,018 abstracts 107

and 18,832 valid argument components in CCSA 108

corpus. Table 2 depicts the distribution of the ar- 109

gument type. 110

3 Structure-aware Argument Encoder 111

In order to incorporate the structure information of 112

an argument, we propose a novel structure for ar- 113

gument representation learning, named Structure- 114

aware Argument Encoder (SAE). The main com- 115

ponent of SAE is a transformer structure with mul- 116

tiple attention mechanisms to capture interactions 117

between different groups of tokens. The overall 118

architecture is shown in Figure 2. 119

Argument Structure In scientific discourse, 120

some technical terms may introduce some noise 121

to the identification of the argument structure. In 122

SAE, we divide the tokens in each sentence into 123

framing tokens and topic tokens. Framing Token 124

contains the structural information in the argument 125

component. Topic Token contains the topic infor- 126

mation in the argument component, such as tech- 127

nical terms in the research field. 128

The sentence is tokenized and tagged with POS 129

(Part-of-speech) using NLTK (Hardeniya et al., 130

2We calculate the divergence between each annotator and
the determined results as the confidence.
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Figure 2: The overall architecture of our Structure-
aware Argument Encoder (SAE).

2016). We regard Singular Noun (NN), Plural131

Noun (NNS), Singular Proper Noun (NNP) and132

Plural Proper Noun (NNPS) as topic tokens and133

others as framing tokens. Any method can be134

adopted for token division, not just POS tagging.135

Argumentative Attention Mechanism To uti-136

lize the information of the token types, in ad-137

dition to self-attention, our argumentative atten-138

tion mechanism contains two extra attention pat-139

terns. Internal-attention takes effect among to-140

kens of the same type, i.e., framing tokens at-141

tend to framing tokens, and so do topic tokens.142

Internal-attention is utilized to explore the internal143

influence of tokens of the same type. External-144

attention takes effect among tokens with differ-145

ent types, i.e., framing tokens attend to topic to-146

kens, and topic tokens attend to framing tokens.147

External-attention is expected to explore the influ-148

ence between tokens with different types.149

Argument Representation Suppose the input s150

is a sentence with T tokens s = [t0, t1, ..., tT−1],151

the structure-aware argument encoder is first152

adopted to obtain the contextual token embed-153

dings E based on argumentative attention:154

E = [e0, ..., eT−1] = F (t0, ..., tT−1) (1)155

where F (·) is transformer encoder. We can ob-156

tain Eia, Eea and Esa through Fia(·), Fea(·)157

and Fsa(·), which are transformer encoders158

with internal-attention, external-attention and self-159

attention. The parameters of the three transformer160

encoders are shared, but due to their different at-161

tention mechanisms, different features can be ex-162

tracted. The token embeddings E are then fed into 163

a token-level bidirectional LSTM layer, and the 164

last hidden states from both directions are concate- 165

nated as the sentence embedding h: 166

[[
→
h0;

←
h0], ...[

→
hT−1;

←
hT−1]] = Bi-LSTM(E)

h = [
→

hT−1;
←

hT−1]

(2) 167

We obtain hia, hea and hsa with Eia, Eea and 168

Esa respectively, and further use a max-pooling 169

layer to extract the argument feature Embs of 170

sentence s: 171

Embs = max-pooling(hia, hea, hsa) (3) 172

Argument components are sensitive to their po- 173

sitions and the position information is an impor- 174

tant feature for its type. We use the standardized 175

index of the sentence in the abstract as an addi- 176

tional position feature concatenated to argument 177

feature as the final argument representation: 178

xs = [Embs; Indexs] (4) 179

The predicted probability distribution p(y|s) of 180

argument categories is obtained after xs is fed into 181

a multilayer perceptron (MLP) layer. 182

4 Experiment 183

Experimental Setup We focus on the task of 184

argument component identification which aims 185

to predict the argument type of argument com- 186

ponent (sentences). We conduct experiments on 187

our CCSA corpus. To demonstrate that our SAE 188

is domain-independent, we also conduct exper- 189

iments on another scientific publication abstract 190

corpus biomedical-claims3 (Achakulvisut et al., 191

2019). It annotates whether a sentence is a claim, 192

whose setting is similar to CCSA. 193

For CCSA corpus, we take the macro F1 as the 194

evaluation metric of this multi-classification prob- 195

lem, and the F1 score of each sentence type on 196

the test set is also reported. For biomedical-claims 197

corpus, we report precision, recall and F1 score on 198

the test set. The experiment configuration details 199

are shown in A.1. 200

To prove our argumentative attention mecha- 201

nism has the advantage of modeling topic tokens 202

and framing tokens, we also implement a vari- 203

ant of our SAE model that utilizes token types 204

3https://github.com/titipata/
detecting-scientific-claim
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in a simpler way, namely parameterized SAE (p-205

SAE). Specifically, we initialize a learnable em-206

bedding layer for framing tokens and topic to-207

kens instead of argumentative attention mecha-208

nism, and add them to token embeddings as input,209

similar to the segment embedding in BERT.210

Overall Performance For CCSA corpus, we211

compare our SAE and p-SAE with following base-212

lines: BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), bidirectional213

LSTM (Bi-LSTM) (Graves et al., 2013) and Sen-214

tence Encoder (SE), which contains a BERT layer215

and on top of it, a Bi-LSTM layer. Compared with216

SAE and p-SAE, SE is a combination of BERT217

and Bi-LSTM without the information of token218

types. For biomedical-claims corpus, we present219

the state-of-the-art model based on transfer learn-220

ing (TL-CRF) in the original paper as baseline221

(Achakulvisut et al., 2019).222

Table 3 shows main results of CCSA corpus,223

which indicate that our SAE achieves competitive224

macro F1 score on the argument component iden-225

tification task. It is worth noting that SAE im-226

proves the identification of conclusion part most,227

because the conclusion is the most argumentative228

part, which shows that our model has excellent ef-229

fect in exploring argumentative structure. Simi-230

larly, results of scientific publication corpus are231

shown in Table 4 indicating that the model has bet-232

ter performance in identifying scientific claims.233

Ablation Study Table 3 shows the results of ab-234

lation study. Internal-attention affects conclusion235

part most and external-attention affects method236

part most, which shows that argumentative texts,237

such as conclusion part focus more on the orga-238

nization of structure. However, the structure of239

method part needs to be combined with some pro-240

fessional terms through external-attention. The241

macro F1 score of conclusion part drops down242

most without internal-attention, which shows the243

effectiveness of modeling topic tokens and fram-244

ing tokens separately in argumentative structure.245

Domain Adaptation We apply the model246

trained with CCSA on the test set of biomedical-247

claims to evaluate the ability of generalization of248

SAE. Since the sentence types of the two corpora249

are different, we do label mapping as follows: the250

predicted conclusion label is converted to claim,251

and the others are converted to non-claim. We mi-252

grate three models, namely SE, p-SAE and SAE,253

and the results are shown in Table 4.254

Model Bg. Meth. Res. Con. Macro F1

Bi-LSTM 59.6 79.4 59.6 55.0 59.6
BERT 69.6 83.3 78.0 57.5 72.1
SE 69.1 84.3 78.2 57.9 72.4
p-SAE 72.9 85.0 78.6 63.1 74.9
SAE 72.3 86.2 77.9 65.7 75.5

Ablation study

SAE w/o Ia -1.3 -1.5 -0.9 -2.3 -1.5
SAE w/o Ea -0.2 -3.5 +1.1 -1.1 -0.8

Table 3: Performance on test set of CCSA corpus. Bg.,
Meth., Res., Con. are the abbreviations of background,
method, result and conclusion. Ia and Ea represents
Internal-attention and External-attention.

Model Precision Recall F1

TL-CRF 86.6 72.7 79.0
Bi-LSTM 82.8 63.4 66.6
BERT 84.7 80.8 82.5
SE 84.8 81.9 83.2
p-SAE 84.5 83.1 83.8
SAE 86.6 83.6 85.0

Domain adaptation

SE (CCSA) 80.2 78.2 79.1
p-SAE (CCSA) 83.3 77.0 79.5
SAE (CCSA) 81.8 78.9 80.2

Table 4: Performance on test set of biomedical-claims
corpus (Achakulvisut et al., 2019). TL-CRF is the
SOTA result in the original paper.

Although the research fields and categories in- 255

volved in the two scientific literature corpora are 256

different, our model still shows strong transfer ca- 257

pability without any training. Among them, both 258

p-SAE and SAE that consider the argument struc- 259

ture outperform SE. SAE with multiple attention 260

mechanisms performs better than p-SAE, which 261

also illustrates the advantages of our proposed 262

SAE in terms of domain adaptation. 263

5 Conclusion 264

In this paper, we propose a structure-aware argu- 265

ment encoder (SAE) that considers token types in 266

the sentence and separate tokens into two groups, 267

namely topic tokens and framing tokens. Multi- 268

ple argumentative attention mechanisms are uti- 269

lized to capture internal and external interactions 270

among different groups of tokens. Experimental 271

results on a self-constructed corpus and another 272

publicly corpus of scientific literature show the ef- 273

fectiveness of our model. 274
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Ethical Statement275

In this paper, different ethical restrictions deserve276

discussion.277

All data in our self-constructed corpus are avail-278

able online and other corpora in this paper are279

publicly available sources. We strictly followed280

the platform’s policies and rules when crawling281

data from web platforms. We did not employ any282

author-specific information in our research.283

The reward for annotating an article is deter-284

mined by the number of sentences in the abstract.285

We pay $0.03 for each sentence, averaging about286

$0.24 per article. All annotators are people who287

are willing to participate and over the age of 18.288

We have an online chat group for making an-289

nouncements and answering questions.290

Our corpus may includes some bias, such as po-291

litical bias and social bias, and our model might292

have inherited some forms of these bias. In order293

to limit these bias as much as possible, we filter294

controversial articles and removed data with offen-295

sive information when possible.296
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A Appendix 434

A.1 Experiment Details 435

We use BERT-base model (bert-base-uncased) to 436

initialize the parameters of the transformer en- 437

coder, and the parameters of bidirectional LSTM 438

(Bi-LSTM) are randomly initialized. All models 439

are trained on 4 Nvidia GeForce RTX 2080 Ti 440

GPUs with the same random seed. The batch size 441

is 32, the dropout rate is 0.1, the learning rate is 1e- 442

5, the hidden size for the Bi-LSTM layers is 200, 443

the max length of a sentence is 100. We split our 444

CCSA corpora and biomedical-claims corpus into 445

training, validation and test sets with the propor- 446

tion of 6 : 2 : 2 respectively. The best performing 447

model on the validation set are evaluated on the 448

test set. 449
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